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G
BERNAL DIAZ
From The Conquest of New Spain
Bernal Diaz del Castillo was born in Spain in 1492, the year Colum
bus sailed to America. After participating in two explorations of the
Mexican coast, Diaz joined the expedition of Hernan Cortes to Mex
ico City in 1519. He wrote this history of the conquest much later,
when he was in his seventies; he died circa 1580, a municipal official
with a small estate in Guatemala.
The conquest of Mexico did not automatically follow from the first
Spanish settlements in Santo Domingo, Hispaniola, and then Cuba in
the West Indies. The Spanish crown had given permission for tradt:
and exploration, not colonization. But many Spaniards, from fortune
seeking peasant-soldiers to minor nobility, were eager to conquer their
own lands and exploit the populations of dependent Indians.
Cortes, of minor noble descent, sailed to the Indies at the age of
nineteen, where he established a sizeable estate on the island of His
paniola. When he heard stories of Montezuma's gold, he was deter
mined to find the fabled capital of the Aztec empire, Tenochtitlan "
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(modern Mexico City). He gathered more than five hundred amateur
soldiers, eleven ships, sixteen horses, and several pieces of artillery, then
sailed across the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico and there began the
long march from the coast up to the high central plateau of Mexico.
The Aztecs were new to central Mexico, arriving from the North
American desert only about two hundred years before the Spanish,
around 1325. By 1500 they had established dominion over almost all
other city-states of Mexico, ruling an empire that stretched as far
south as Guatemala and as far east as the Mayan lands of the Yucatan
Peninsula.
Aztec power relied on a combination of old and new religious ideas
and a military system that conquered through terror. The older reli
gious tradition that the Aztecs adopted from Toltec culture centered on
Quetzalcoatl' - the feathered serpent, god of creation and brother
hood , whose nurturing forces continued in Aztec society in a system of
universal education and in festivals dedicated to life, creativity, and
procreation. But the Aztecs also worshipped Huitzilopochtli,t a war
rior god primed for death and sacrifice, who was given dominant sta
tus in the Aztec pantheon. Huitzilopochtli (rendered "Huichilobos"; in
this selection) was a force for building a powerful Aztec empire. Draw
ing on the god's need for human sacrifice - a need not unknown
among religions of central Mexico (or Christians) - Montezuma's pre
decessors built altars to Huitzilopochtli at Tenochtithin, Cholula, and
other sites. The war god required a neverending supply of human
hearts, a need that prompted armies to evermore remote sections of
Central America in search of sacrificial victims and creating an endless
supply of enemies of the Aztecs, among these, the Tlaxcalans.
With the help of his Indian captive and companion Dona Marina
called La Malinche ~ by some of the Indians (thus, Montezuma some
times calls Cortes "Lord Malinche" in the selection) - Cortes was able
to communicate with the TIaxcalans and other Indians who were tired
of Aztec domination. On his march toward Tenochtithin, Cortes
stopped to join forces with the Tlaxcalans, perhaps cementing the rela
tionship and demonstrating his resolve through a brutal massacre of
the people of Cholula, an Aztec ally and arch enemy of the Tlaxcalans.
By the time Cortes arrived at Tenochtithin, Montezuma knew of the
defeat of his allies at Cholula.
This selection from Bernal Diaz begins with the Spanish entry into
Tenochtithin. What impresses Diaz, and presumably other Spanish
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conquistadors, about the Mexican capital city? What parts of the city
attract his attention the most? What conclusions does he draw about
Mexican (or Aztec) civilization? Does he think Spanish civilization is
equal, inferior, or superior to that of Mexico?

Thinking Historically
Diaz gives us a dramatic account of the meeting of Cortes and Mon
tezuma. What do you think each is thinking and feeling? Do you see
any signs of tension in their elaborate greetings? Why are both behav
ing so politely? What do they want from each other?
Notice how the initial hospitality turns tense. What causes this? Is
either side more to blame for what happens next? Was conflict in
evitable? Could the encounter have ended in some sort of peaceful res
olution?
Remember, we are going to compare Diaz's view with a Mexican
view of these events. From your reading of Diaz, does he seem able to
understand the Mexican point of view? Would you call him a sympa
thetic observer?

When Cortes saw, heard, and was told that the great Montezuma was
approaching, he dismounted from his horse, and when he came near to
Montezuma each bowed deeply to the other. Montezuma welcomed
our Captain, and Cortes, speaking through Dona Marina, answered by
wishing him very good health. Cortes, I think, offered Montezuma his
right hand, but Montezuma refused it and extended his own. Then
Cortes brought out a necklace which he had been holding. It was made
of those elaborately worked and coloured glass beads called
margaritas, ... and was strung on a gold cord and dipped in musk to
give it a good odour. This he hung round the great Montezuma's neck,
and as he did so attempted to embrace him. But the great princes who
stood round Montezuma grasped Cortes' arm to prevent him, for they
considered this an indignity .
Then Cortes told Montezuma that it rejoiced his heart to have seen
such a great prince, and that he took his coming in person to receive
him and the repeated favours he had done him as a high honour. After
this Montezuma made him another complimentary speech, and ordered
two of his nephews who were supporting him, the lords of Texcoco
and Coyoacan, to go with us and show us our quarters. Montezuma re
turned to the city with the other two kinsmen of his escort, the lords of
1
Cuitlahuac and Tacuba; and all those grand companies of Caciques
and dignitaries who had come with him returned also in his train ....
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On our arrival we entered the large court, where the great Mon
tezuma was awaiting our Captain. Taking him by the hand, the prince
led him to his apartment in the hall where he was to lodge, which was
very richly furnished in their manner. Montezuma had ready for him a
very rich necklace, made of golden crabs, a marvellous piece of work,
which he hung round Cortes' neck . His captains were greatly aston
ished at this sign of honour.
After this ceremony, for which Cortes thanked him through our in
terpreters, Montezuma said: "Malinche, you and your brothers are in
your own house. Rest awhile." He then returned to his palace, which
was not far off.
We divided our lodgings by companies, and placed our artillery in a
convenient spot. Then the order we were to keep was clearly explained
to us, and we were warned to be very much on the alert, both the
horsemen and the rest of us soldiers. We then ate a sumptuous dinner
which they had prepared for us in their native style.
So, with luck on our side, we boldly entered the city of Tenochti
dan or Mexico on 8 November in the year of our Lord 1519.

The Stay in Mexico
. . . Montezuma had ordered his stewards to provide us with everything
we needed for our way of living: maize, grindstones, women to make
our bread, fowls, fruit, and plenty of fodder for the horses. He then
took leave of us all with the greatest courtesy, and we accompanied
him to the street. However, Cortes ordered us not to go far from our
quarters for the present until we knew better what conduct to observe.
Next day Cortes decided to go to Montezuma 's palace. But first he
sent to know whether the prince was busy and to inform him of our
coming. He took four captains with him: Pedro de Alvarado, Juan Ve
lazquez de Leon, Diego de Ordaz, and Gonzalo de Sandoval, and five
of us soldiers.
When Montezuma was informed of our coming, he advanced into
the middle of the hall to receive us, closely surrounded by his nephews,
for no other chiefs were allowed to enter his palace or communicate
with him except upon important business. Cortes and Montezuma ex
changed bows, and clasped hands. Then Montezuma led Cortes to his
own dais, and setting him down on his right, called for more seats, on
which he ordered us all to sit also.
Cortes began to make a speech through our interpreters, saying
that we were all now rested, and that in coming to see and speak with
such a great prince we had fulfilled the purpose of our voyage and the
orders of our lord the King. The principal things he had come to say on
behalf of our Lord God had already been communicated to Mon
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tezuma through his three ambassadors, on that occasion in the sand
hills when he did us the favour of sending us the golden moon and sun.
We had then told him that we were Christians and worshipped one
God alone, named Jesus Christ, who had suffered His passion and
death to save us; and that what they worshipped as gods were not gods
but devils, which were evil things, and if they were ugly to look at, their
deeds were uglier. But he had proved to them how evil and ineffectual
their gods were, as both the prince and his people would observe in the
course of time, since, where we had put up crosses such as their ambas
sadors had seen, they had been too frightened to appear before them.
The favour he now begged of the great Montezuma was that he
should listen to the words he now wished to speak. Then he very care
fully expounded the creation of the world, how we are all brothers, the
children of one mother and father called Adam and Eve; and how such
a brother as our great Emperor, grieving for the perdition of so many
souls as their idols were leading to hell, where they burnt in living
flame, had sent us to tell him this, so that he might put a stop to it, and
so that they might give up the worship of idols and make no more
human sacrifices - for all men are brothers - and commit no more
robbery or sodomy. He also promised that in the course of time the
King would send some men who lead holy lives among us, much better
than our own, to explain this more fully , for we had only come to give
them warning. Therefore he begged Montezuma to do as he was asked .
As Montezuma seemed about to reply, Cortes broke off his speech,
saying to those of us who were with him: "Since this is only the first at
tempt, we have now done our duty."
"My lord Malinche," Montezuma replied, "these arguments of
yours have been familiar to me for some time. I und erstand what you
said to my ambassadors on the sandhills about the three gods and the
cross, also what you preached in the various towns through which you
passed. We have given you no answer, since we have worshipped our
own gods here from the beginning and know them to be good. No
doubt yours are good also, but do not trouble to tell us any more about
them at present. Regarding the creation of the world, we have held the
same belief for many ages, and for this reason are certain that you are
those who our ancestors predicted would come from the direction of
the sunrise. As for your great King, I am in his debt and will give him of
what 1 possess. For, as I have already said, two years ago I had news
of the Captains who came in ships, by the road that you came, and said
they were servants of this great king of yours. I should like to know if
you are all the same people ."
Cortes answered that we were all brothers and servantS of the Em
peror, and that they had come to discover a route and explore the seas
and ports, so that when they knew them well we could follow, as we
had done. Montezuma was referring to the expeditions of Francisco
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Hernandez de Cordoba and of Grijalva, the first voyages of discovery.
He said that ever since that time he had wanted to invite some of these
men to visit the cities of his kingdom, where he would receive them and
do them honour, and that now his gods had fulfilled his desire, for we
were in his house, which we might call our own. Here we might rest
and enjoy ourselves, for we should receive good treatment. If on other
occasions he had sent to forbid our entrance into his city, it was not of
his own free will, but because his vassals were afraid. For they told him
we shot out flashes of lightning, and killed many Indians with our
horses, and that we were angry Teufes, and other such childish stories.
But now that he had seen us, he knew that we were of flesh and blood
and very intelligent, also very brave. Therefore he had a far greater es
teem for us than these reports had given him, and would share with us
what he had.
We all thanked him heartily for his ... good will, and Montezuma
replied with a laugh, beca use in his princely manner he spoke very
gaily: "Malinche, I know that these people of Tlascala with whom you
are so friendly have told you that I am a SOrt of god or Teufe, and keep
nothing in any of my houses that is not made of silver and gold and
precious stones. But I know very well that you arc too intelligent to be
lieve this and will take it as a joke. See now, Malinche, my body is
made of flesh and blood like yours, and my houses and palaces are of
stone, wood, and plaster. It is true that I am a great king, and have in
herited the riches of my ancestors, but the lies and nonsense you have
heard of us are not true. You must take them as a joke, as I take the
story of your thunders and lightnings."
Cortes an:;wered also with a laugh that enemies always speak evil
and tell lies about the people they hate, but he knew he could not hope
to find a more magnificent prince in that land, and there was good rea
son why his fame should have reached our Emperor.
While this conversation was going on, Montezuma quietly sent one
of his nephews, a great Cacique, to order his stewards to bring certain
pieces of gold, which had apparently been set aside as a gift for Cortes,
and ten loads of fine cloaks which he divided: the gold and cloaks be
tween Cortes and the four captains, and for each of us soldiers two
gold necklaces, each worth ten pesos, and two loads of cloaks. The
gold that he then gave us was worth in all more than a thousand pesos,
and he gave it all cheerfully, like a great and valiant prince.
As it was now past midday and he did not wish to be importunate,
Cortes said to Montezuma: "My lord, the favours you do us increase,
load by load, every day, and it is now the hour of your dinner." Mon
tezuma answered that he thanked us for visiting him . We then took our
leave with the greatest courtesy, and returned to our quarters, talking
as we went of the prince's fine breeding and manners and deciding to
show him the greatest respect in every way, and to remove our quilted
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The great Montezuma was about forty years old, of good height,
well proportioned, spare and slight, and not very dark, though of the
usual Indian complexion. He did not wear his hair long but just over
his ears, and he had a short black beard, well-shaped and thin. His face
was rather long and cheerful, he had fine eyes, and in his appearance
and manner could express geniality or, when necessary, a serious com
posure. He was very neat and clean, and took a bath every afternoon.
He had many women as his mistresses, the daughters of chieftains, but
two legitimate wives who were Caciques in their own right, and when
he had intercourse with any of them it was so secret that only some of
his servants knew of it. He was quite free from sodomy. The clothes he
wore one day he did not wear again till three or four days later. He had
a guard of two hundred chieftains lodged in rooms beside his own, only
some of whom were permitted to speak to him. When they entered his
presence they were compelled to take off their rich cloaks and put on
others of little value. They had to be clean and walk barefoot, with
their eyes downcast, for they were not allowed to look him in the face,
and as they approached they had to make three obeisances, saying as
they did so, "Lord, my lord, my great lord!" Then, when they had said
what they had come to say, he would dismiss them with a few words.
They did not turn their backs on him as they went out, but kept their
faces towards him and their eyes downcast, only turning round when
they had left the room. Another thing I noticed was that when other
great chiefs came from distant lands about disputes or on business, they
too had to take off their shoes and put on poor cloaks before entering
Montezuma's apartments; and they were not allowed to enter the
palace immediately but had to linger for a while near the door, since to
enter hurriedly was considered disrespectful. ...
Montezuma had two houses stocked with every sort of weapon;
many of them were richly adorned with gold and precious stones.
There were shields large and small, and a sort of broadsword, and two
handed swords set with flint blades that cut much better than our
swords, and lances longer than ours, with five-foot blades consisting of
many knives . Even when these are driven at a buckler or a shield they
are not deflected. In fact they cut like razors, and the Indians can shave
their heads with them. They had very good bows and arrows, and dou
ble and single-pointed javelins as well as their throwing-sticks and
many slings and round stones shaped by hand, and another sort of
shield that can be rolled up when they are not fighting, so that it does
not get in the way, but which can be opened when they need it in battle
and covers their bodies from head to foot. There was also a great deal
of cotton armour richly worked on the outside with different coloured
feathers, which they used as devices and distinguishing marks, and they
had casques and helmets made of wood and bone which were also
highly decorated with feathers on the outside. They had other arms of
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workmen skilled in the manufacture of such things, and stewards who
were in charge of these arms ....
I have already described the manner of their sacrifices. They strike
open the wretched Indian's chest with flint knives and hastily tear out
the palpitating heart which, with the blood, they present to the idols in
whose name they have performed the sacrifice. Then they cut off the
arms, thighs, and head, eating the arms and thighs at their ceremonial
banquets. The head they hang up on a beam, and the body of the sacri
ficed man is not eaten but given to the beasts of prey. They also had
many vipers in this accursed house, and poisonous snakes which have
something that sounds like a bell in their tails. These, which are the
deadliest snakes of all, they kept in jars and great pottery vessels full of
feathers, in which they laid their eggs and reared their young. They
were fed on the bodies of sacrificed Indians and the flesh of the dogs
that they bred. We know for certain, too, that when they drove us out
of Mexico and killed over eight hundred and fifty of our soldiers, they
fed those beasts and snakes on their bodies for many days, as I shall re
late in due course. These snakes and wild beasts were dedicated to their
fierce idols, and kept them company. As for the horrible noise when the
lions and tigers roared, and the jackals and foxes howled, and the ser
pents hissed, it was so appalling that one seemed to be in hell. ...
When our Captain and the Mercedarian friar realized that Mon
tezuma would not allow us to set up a cross at Huichilobos' cue 2 or
build a church there, it was decided that we should ask his stewards for
masons so that we could put up a church in our own quarters. For
every time we had said mass since entering the city of Mexico we had
had to erect an altar on tables and dismantle it again.
The stewards promised to tell Montezuma of our wishes, and
Cortes also sent our interpreters to ask him in person. Montezuma
granted our request and ordered that we should be supplied with all the
necessary material. We had our church finished in two days, and a
cross erected in front of our lodgings, and mass was said there each day
until the wine gave out. For as Cortes and some other captains and a
friar had been ill during the Tlascalan campaign, there had been a run
on the wine that we kept for mass. Still , though it was finished, we still
went to church every day and prayed on our knees before the altar and
images, firstly because it was our obligation as Christians and a good
habit, and secondly so that Montezuma and all his captains should ob
serve us and, seeing us worshipping on our knees before the cross
especially when we intoned the Ave Maria - might be inclined to imi
tate us.

2The temple of the sun god who dema nded human sacrifice.IEd.1
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It being our habit to examine and inquire into everything, when we
were all assembled in our lodging and considering which was the best
place for an altar, twO of our men, one of whom was the carpenter
Alonso Yanez, called attention to some marks on one of the walls
which showed that there had once been a door, though it had been well
plastered up and painted. Now as we had heard that Montezuma kept
his father's treasure in this building, we immediately suspected that it
must be in this room, which had been closed up only a few days before.
Yanez made the suggestion to Juan Velazquez de Leon and francisco
de Lugo, both relatives of mine, to whom he had attached himself as a
servant; and they mentioned the matter to Cortes. So the door was se
cretly opened, and Cortes went in first with certain captains. When
they saw the quantity of golden objects - jewels and plates and
ingots - which lay in that chamber they were quite transported. They
did not know what to think of such riches . The news soon spread to
the other captains and soldiers, and very secretly we all went in to see.
The sight of all that wealth dumbfounded me. Being only a youth at the
time and never having seen such riches before, I felt certain that there
could not be a store like it in the whole world. We unanimously de
cided that we could not think of touching a particle of it, and that the
stones should immediately be replaced in the doorway, which should
be blocked again and cemented just as we had found it. We resolved
also that not a word should be said about this until times changed, for
fear Montezuma might hear of our discovery.
Let us leave this subject of the treasure and tell how four of our
most valiant captains took Cortes aside in the church, with a dozen sol
diers who were in his trust and confidence, myself among them, and
asked him to consider the net or trap in which we were caught, to look
at the great strength of the city and observe the causeways and bridges,
and remember the warnings we had received in every town we had
passed through that Huichilobos had counselled Montezuma to let us
into the city and kill llS there. We reminded him that the hearts of men
are very fickle, especially among the Indians, and begged him not to
trust the good will and affection that Montezuma was showing us, be
cause from one hour to another it might change. If he should take it
into his head to attack us, we said, the stoppage of our supplies of food
and water, or the raising of any of the bridges, would render uS help
less. Then, considering the vast army of warriors he possessed, we
should be incapable of attacking or defending ourselves. And since all
the hOllses stood in the water, how could our Tlascalan allies come in
to help us? We asked him to think over all that we had said, for if we
wanted to preserve our lives we must seize Montezuma immediately,
without even a day 's delay. We pointed out that all the gold Mon
tezuma had given us, and all that we had seen in the treasury of his fa
ther Axayacatl, and all the food we ate was turning to poison in our
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bodies, for we could not sleep by night or day or take any rest while
these thoughts were in our minds. If any of our soldiers gave him less
drastic advice, we concluded, they would be senseless beasts charmed
by the gold and incapable of looking death in the eye.
When he had heard our opinion, Cortes answered: "Do not imag
ine, gentlemen, that I am asleep or that I do not share your anxiety.
You must have seen that I do. But what strength have we got for so
bold a course as to take this great lord in his own palace, surrounded as
he is by warriors and guards? What scheme or trick can we devise to
prevent him from summoning his soldiers to attack us at once?"
Our captains (Juan Velazquez de Leon, Diego de Ordaz, Gonzalo
de Sandoval, and Pedro de Alvarado) replied that tvlontezuma must be
got out of his palace by smooth words and brought to our quarters.
Once there, he must be told that he must remain as a prisoner, and that
if he called out or made any disturbance he would pay for it with his
life. If Cortes was unwilling to take this course at once, they begged
him for permission to do it themselves. With two very dangerous alter
natives before us, the better and more profitable thing, they said, would
be to seize Montezuma rather than wait for him to attack us. Once he
did so, what chance would we have? Some of us soldiers also remarked
that Montezuma's stewards who brought us our food seemed to be
growing insolent, and did not serve us as politely as they had at first.
Two of our Tlascalan allies had, moreover, secretly observed to Jeron
imo de Aguilar that for the last two days the Mexicans had appeared
less well disposed to us. We spent a good hour discussing whether or
not to take Montezuma prisoner, and how it should be done. But our
final advice, that at all costs we should take him prisoner, was ap
proved by our Captain, and we then left the matter till next day. At!
night we prayed God to direct events in the interests of His holy
service....

From The Broken Spears:

The Aztec Account of
the Conquest of Mexico
This Aztec account of the encounter between the Spanish and the In
dians of Mexico was written some years after the events described.
Spanish Christian monks helped a postconquest generation of Aztec
Nahuatl" speakers translate the illustrated manuscripts of the con
quest period. According to this account, how did Montezuma respond
to Cortes? Was Montezuma's attitude toward the Spanish shared by
other Aztecs? How reliable is this account, do you think, in describing
Montezuma's thoughts, motives, and behavior?

Thinking Historically
How does the Aztec account of the conquest differ from that of the
Spanish, written by Diaz? Is this difference merely a matter of perspec
tive, or do the authors disagree about what happened? To the extent
to which there are differences, how do you decide which account to
believe and accept?

Speeches of Motecuhzoma and Cortes
When Motecuhzoma I had given necklaces to each one, Cortes asked
him: "Are you Motecu hzoma? Are you the king? Is it true that you are
the king Motecuhzoma?"
And the king said: "Yes, I am Motecuhzoma." Then he stood up to
welcome Cortes; he came forward, bowed his head low and addressed
him in these words: "Our lord, you are weary. The journey has tired
you, but now you have arrived on the earth. You have come to your
city, Mexico. You have come here to sit on your throne, to sit under its
canopy.
"The kings who have gone before, your representatives, guarded it
and preserved it for your coming. The kings Itzcoatl, Motecuhzoma the
Elder, Axayacatl, Tizoc, and Ahuitzol ruled for you in the City of
" nah WAH ruhl
iO riginallndiJI1 sp~lIil1g of Monrezuma.IEd.i
The Broken Spears: The /\ztec A ccount of the Conquest of Mexico, ed. Miguel Leon -Porrilb
(Bosron: Beacon Press, 1990),64-76 .
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Mexico. The people were protected by their swords and sheltered by
their shields.
"Do the kings know the destiny of those they left behind, their pos
terity? If only they are watching! If only they can see what I see!
"No, it is not a dream. I am not walking in my sleep. I am not see
ing you in m y dreams .... I have seen you at last! I have met you face
to face! I was in agony for five days, for ten days, with my eyes fixed on
the Region of the Mystery. And now you have come out of the clouds
and mists to sit on your throne again.
"This was foretold by the kings who governed your city, and now
it has taken place. You have come back to us; you have come down
from the sky . Rest now, and take possession of your royal houses . Wel
come to your land, my lords!"
When Motecuhzoma had finished, La Malinche translated his ad
dress into Spanish so that the Captain could understand it. Cortes
replied in his strange and savage tongue, speaking first to La Malinche:
" Tell Motecuhzoma that we are his friends. There is nothing to fear.
We have wanted to see him for a long time, and now we have seen his
face and heard his words. TeJl him that we love him well and that our
hearts are contented."
Then he said to Motecuhzoma: "We have come to your house in
Mexico as friends. There is nothing to fear."
La Malinche translated this speech and the Spaniards grasped Mote
cuhzoma's hands and patted his back to show their affection for him.

The Spaniards Take Possession of the City

.))/'t

Attitudes of the Spaniards
and the Native Lords
The Spaniards examined everything they saw. They dismounted from
their horses, and mounted them again, and dismounted again, so as not
to miss anything of interest.
The chiefs who accompanied Motecuhzoma were: Cacama, king of
Tezcoco; Tetlepanquetzaltzin, king of Tlacopan; Itzcuauhtzin the Tla
cochcalcatl, lord of Tlatelolco; and Topantemoc, Motecuhzoma's trea
surer in Tlatelolco. These four chiefs were standing in a file .
The other princes were: Atlixcatzin [chief who has taken captivesl;2
Tepeoatzin, the Tlacochcalcatl; Quetzalaztatzin, the keeper of the
chalk; Totomotzin; Hecateupatiltzin; and Cuappiatzin.
When Motecuhzoma was imprisoned, they all went into hiding.
They ran away to hide and treacherously abandoned him!

2Milirary tide given
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a warrior who had ca ptured four enemies.
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When the Spaniards entered the Royal House, they placed Motecuh
zoma under guard and kept him under their vigilance. They also placed
a guard over Itzcuauhtzin, but the other lords were permitted to depart.
Then the Spaniards fired one of their cannons, and this caused
great confusion in the city. The people scattered in every direction; they
fled without rhyme or reason; they ran off as if they were being pur
sued. It was as if they had eaten the mushrooms that confuse the mind,
or had seen some dreadful apparition. They were all overcome by ter
ror, as if their hearts had fainted. And when night fell, the panic spread
through the city and their fears would not let them sleep.
In the morning the Spaniards told Motecuhzoma what they needed
in the way of supplies: tortillas, fried chickens, hens ' eggs, pure water,
firewood, and charcoal. Also: large, clean cooking potS, water jars,
pitchers, dishes, and other pottery. Motecllhzoma ordered that it be
sent to them. The chiefs who received this order were angry with the
king and no longer revered or respected him. But they furnished the
Spaniards with all the provisions they needed - food, beverages, and
water, and fodder for the horses.

The Spaniards Reveal Their Greed
When the Spaniards were installed in the palace, they asked Motecuh
wma about the city's resources and reserves and a bout the warriors'
ensigns and shields. They questioned him closely and then demanded
gold.
Motecuhzoma guided them to it. They surrounded him and
crowded close with their weapons. He walked in the center, while they
formed a circle around him.
When they arrived at the treasure house called Tellcalco, the
riches of gold and feathers were brought out to them: ornaments
made of quetzal feathers, richly worked shields, disks of gold, the
necklaces of the idols, gold nose plugs, gold greaves, and bracelets
and crowns.
The Spaniards immediately stripped the feathers from the gold
shields and ensigns. They gathered all the gold into a great mound
and set fire to everything else, regardless of its value. Then they
melted down the gold into ingots. As for the precious green stones,
they took only the best of them; the rest were snatched up by the
Tlaxcaltecas. The Spaniards searched through th e whole treasure
house, questioning and quarreling, and seized every object they
thought was beautiful.
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The Seizure of
Motecuhzoma's Treasures

and looked at them one by one; they stared into the faces of the women
who were grinding seeds. After this cold inspection, they went back
into the palace. It is said that they planned tokitl the celebrants if the
men entered the patio.

Next they went to Motecuhzoma's storehouse, in the place called Toto
cako [Place of the Palace of the Birds],3 where his personal treasures
were kept. The Spaniards grinned like little beasts and patted each
other with delight.
When they entered the hall of treasures, it was as if they had ar
rived in Paradise. They searched everywhere and coveted everything;
they were slaves to their own greed. All of Motecuhzoma's possessions
were brought out: fine bracelets, necklaces with large stones, ankle
rings with little gold bells, the royal crowns, and all the royal finery
everything that belonged to the king and was reserved to him only.
They seized these treasures as if they were their own, as if this plunder
were merely a stroke of good luck . And when they had taken all the
gold, they heaped up everything else in the middle of the patio.
La Malinche called the nobles together. She climbed up to the
palace roof and cried: "Mexicanos, come forward! The Spaniards need
your help! Bring them food and pure water. They are tired and hungry;
they are almost fainting from exhaustion! Why do you not come for
ward? Are you angry with them?"
The Mexicans were too frightened to approach. They were crushed
by terror and would not risk coming forward. They shied away as if the
Spaniards were wild beasts, as if the hour were midnight on the black
est night of the year. Yet they did not abandon the Spaniards to hunger
and thirst. They brought them whatever they needed, but shook with
fear as they did so. They delivered the supplies to the Spaniards with
trembling hands, then turned and hurried away.

The Preparations for the Fiesta
The Aztecs begged permisslOn of their king to hold the fiesta of
Huitzilopochtli.3 The Spaniards wanted to see this fiesta to learn how it
was celebrated. A delegation of the celebrants came to the palace where
Motecuhzoma was a prisoner, and when their spokesman asked his
permission, he granted it to them.
As soon as the delegation returned, the women began to grind seeds
of the chicalote. 4 These women had fasted for a whole year. They
ground the seeds in the patio of the temple.
The Spaniards came out of the palace together, dressed in armor
and carrying their weapons with them. They stalked among the women
' The zoological garde n 3n3ched to the royal palaces.
4Ediblc plants a lso used in m edicines.
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The Statue of Huitzilopochtli
On the evening before the fiesta of Toxcatl, the celebrants began to
model a statue of Huitzilopochtli. They gave it such a human appear
ance that it seemed the body of a living man. Yet they made the statue
with nothing but a paste made of the ground seeds of the chicalote,
which they shaped over an armature of sticks .
When the statue was finished, they dressed it in rich feathers, and
they painted crossbars over and under its eyes. They also clipped on its
earrings of turquoise mosaic; these were in the shape of serpents, with
gold rings hanging from them. Its nose plug, in the shape of an arrow,
was made of gold and was inlaid with fine stones.
They placed the magic headdress of hummingbird feathers on its
head. They also adorned it with an anecuyotl, which was a belt made
of feathers, with a cone at the back. Then they hung around its neck an
ornament of yetlow parrot feathers, fringed like the locks of a young
boy. Over this they put its nettle-leaf cape, which was painted black
and decorated with five clusters of eagle feathers.
Next they wrapped it in its cloak, which was painted with skull and
bones, and over this they fastened its vest. The vest was painted with dis
membered human parts: skulls, ears, hearts, intestines, torsos, breasts,
hands, and feet. They also put on its maxtlatl, or loincloth, which was
decorated with images of dissevered limbs and fringed with amate paper.
This maxtlatl was painted with vertical stripes of bright blue.
They fastened a red paper flag at its shoulder and placed on its
head what looked like a sacrificial flint knife. This too was made of red
paper; it seemed to have been steeped in blood.
The statue carried a tehuehuelli, a bamboo shield decorated with four
clusters of fine eagle feathers. The pendant of this shield was blood-red,
like the knife and the shoulder flag. The statue also carried four arrows.
Finally, they put the wristbands on its arms. These bands, made of
coyote skin, were fringed with paper cut into little strips.

The Beginning of the Fiesta
Early the next morning, the statue's face was uncovered by those who
had been chosen for that ceremony. They gathered in front of the idol
in single file and offered it gifts of food, such as round seedcakes or
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perhaps human flesh. But they did not carry it up to its temple on top
of the pyramid.
All the young warriors were eager for the fiesta to begin. They had
sworn to dance and sing with all their hearts, so that the Spaniards
would marvel at the beauty of the rituals.
The procession began, and the celebrants filed into the temple patio
to dance the Dance of the Serpent. When they were all together in the
patio, the songs and the dance began. Those who had fasted for twenty
days and those who had fasted for a year were in command of the oth
ers; they kept the dancers in file with their pine wands. (If anyone
wished to urinate, he did not stop dancing, but simply opened his cloth
ing at the hips and separated his clusters of heron feathers.)
If anyone disobeyed the leaders or was not in his proper place they
struck him on the hips and shoulders. Then they drove him out of the
patio, beating him and shoving him from behind . They pushed him so
hard that he sprawled to the ground, and they dragged him outside by
the ears. No one dared to say a word about this punishment, for those
who had fasted during the year were feared and venerated; they had
earned the exclusive title "Brothers of Huitzilopochtli."
The great captains, the bravest warriors, danced at the head of the
files to guide the others. The youths followed at a slight distance. Some
of the youths wore their hair gathered into large locks, a sign that they
had never taken any captives. Others carried their headdresses on their
shoulders; they had taken captives, but only with help.
Then came the recruits, who were called "the young warriors." They
had each captured an enemy or two. The others called to them: "Come,
comrades, show us how brave you are! Dance with all your hearts!"

hind, and these fell instantly to the ground with their entrails hanging
Out. Others they beheaded: they cut off their heads, or split their heads
to pieces.
They struck others in the shoulders, and their arms were torn from
their bodies. They wounded some in the thigh and some in the calf.
They slashed others in the abdomen, and their entrails all spilled to the
ground. Some attempted to run away, but their intestines dragged as
they ran; they seemed to tangle their feet in their own entrails. No mat
ter how they tried to save themselves, they could find no escape.
Some attempted to force their way out, but the Spaniards murdered
them at the gates. Others climbed the walls, but they could not save
themselves. Those who ran into the communal houses were safe there
for a while; so were those who lay down among the victims and pre
tended to be dead. But if they stood up again, the Spaniards saw them
and killed them.
The blood of the warriors flowed like water and gathered into
pools. The pools widened, and the stench of blood and entrails filled
the air. The Spaniards ran into the communal houses to kill those who
were hiding. They ran everywhere and searched everywhere; they in
vaded every room, hunting and killing.

The Spaniards Attack the Celebrants
At this moment in the fiesta, when the dance was loveliest and when
song was linked to song, the Spaniards were seized with an urge to kill
the celebrants. They all ran forward, armed as if for battle. They closed
the entrances and passageways, all the gates of the patio: the Eagle
Gate in the lesser palace, the Gate of the Canestalk and the Gate of the
Serpent of Mirrors. They posted guards so that no one could escape,
and then rushed into the Sacred Patio to slaughter th e celebrants. They
came on foot, carrying their swords and their wooden or metal shields.
They ran in among the dancers, forcing their way to the place
where the drums were played. They attacked the man who was drum
ming and cut off his arms. Then they cut off his head, and it rolled
across the floor.
They attacked all the celebrants, stabbing them, spearing them,
striking them with their swords. They attacked some of them from be-

